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A crowded battlefield to fight hunger
Technology marches on. So does gastric acid. These foot soldiers in
the war against hunger march up to cash registers in the newly
remodeled Student Union cafeteria. The new look, designed to
eliminate the facility’s old "drab, institutional effect", includes wall
murals, stained glass panels and wood partitions dividing the large
room into smaller sections. Cost for the facelift, which was completed
at the beginning of school, was around 558,000, according to Harry

Wineroth, Spartan Shops general manager. Wineroth said prices have
not been raised because of the project, which was funded through a
Spartan Shop building fund and the Student Union equipment reserve.
The existing food service and cafeteria area was constructed during
the summer of 1969. Hopefully, the interior design of the room will
provide a more pleasant setting for the interior nurtition of SJSU
students.

Alquist speaks at council meeting,
favors student handling of finances
By Burt Dekker
State Senator Alfred Alquist
yesterday agreed to support a bill
. which would restrict the University
Presidents’ power to compell the
expenditure of student fees.
A.S. President James Ferguson
confronted Alquist with the question
of whether he would support such a
bill at the A.S. Council meeting
where the Senator made a brief
presentation dealing with some of
his political background and some
issues he felt were pertinent.
Ferguson asked the question
because a similar bill was defeated
in the senate during a session
Alquist did not attend.
Alquist agreed with Ferguson
, that students are responsible enough
to handle their own finances and run
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Referring to the lack of continuity in student programs, Alquist
said low turnout makes the council
non-representative in the eyes of
many senators who might oppose
the bill.
Al Jones, executive assistant for
Ferguson, pointed out that Brown
recently vetoed a bill with that same
argument.
Alquist responded, "I don’t agree
with Governor Brown on much. I
feel he is somewhat out of touch with
the real world."
He explained that the governor
spent his novitiate secluded and said
he went to law school in a school that
is far removed from reality.
Alquist said the CSUC Student
Presidents Association has put
together an effective lobbying power

Pet rock sales declining;
creator markets new item
By Randy Frey
When Gary Dahl created the Pet
Rock a little over one year ago, no
one, not even its creator, expected it
to become a national success.
Coming up with the idea while
having drinks with friends in a local
restaura it, Dahl decided to test his
product at a San Francisco crafts
fair, and the success of his new pet
was immediate.
Dahl received more than 4,800
orders that day for his egg-size rock,
packaged in a small box with airholes and a nest of shaved wood.
Booklet included
Included with the rock is a 32page booklet on the care and training of each pet, with sections on such
humorous subjects as getting to
know your rock, and how to teach it
to sit, come, play dead and attack.
Early last November, while the
, rock was at its selling peak of about
; 15,000 pets a day, Dahl gave his
product "a life span of one year."
As it turned out, Dahl was right.
Even though the Pet Rock is still on
the market, he reports that sales
have gone down.
Should pick up
"Sales are practically zero right
now, but we think they will pick up
slightly around Christmas," Dahl
said.
"After Christmas we will take it
off the market altogether." Dahl
said.
Pet Rocks, which cost Dahl about
25 cents to assemble, still sell for
their original $4 price
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their own programs.
He noted that those in opposition
to such a measure argue that
because of the constant turnover in
student government, there is a lack
of continuity in student programs.
He also said members of the
opposition feel that it is wrong to
make student fees mandatory. He
said many feel the mandatory fees
create a hardship on students with
tight budgets.
Greg Soulds, director of student
business affairs, countered that if
student fees should be voluntary, so
should state taxes.
He then pointed out that many
programs on several other campuses in the CSUC system would
have folded were it not for student
funds

Cont mu,11 lair and warm through
Friday. Highs will be in the upper
so’s with lows in the low 60’s. Winds
ill be light with moderate pollutior
ounts.
- SJSU Metearology Deportment

Dahl said.
The 39-year-old businessman has
sold his product to Macy’s, The
Emporium and other stores throughout the country.
And although the "Sand Breeding
Kit" costs Dahl about the same as
the Pet Rock to assemble, the new
item has increased in price to $5.

in Sacramento and they should work
with the UC group.
Soulds said, "The UC system is
not under direct legislative control.
They can do pretty much as they
please (in running student programs
and services)".
Alquist suggested proposing an
amendment to the state constitution
making the CSUC system the same
as UC’s.
"Education should be as far
removed as possible from politics,"
he said.
In his opening statement Alquist
called the lack of confidence in
government "a major concern".
He also criticized President
Ford’s economic policies and said if
they are continued, inflation and unemployment will continue.
President Ford seems to show
"callous indifference" to the nations
economic status, he said

Inside
Judy Graham is the lone woman
competing in both track and field
and cross country.
Graham has another rarity going
for her.
She is currently working out and
traveling with the men’s cross
country team.
Presently her goal is to compete
in the World Cup Games which will
be held for the first time in Aug. 1977
in Dusseldorf, Germany.
For details, see sports on page 6.

By Gilbert Chan
Dr. Diana Burnell has exhausted
her last recourse in losing an appeal
for her reassignment from Occupational Therapy Department chairwoman to instructor.
Following a hearing this spring
with the Chancellor’s Office,
Chancellor Glenn Dumke ruled that
SJSU did not violate any procedure
in reassigning Burnell last spring.
Burnell’s other recourse would be
a civil suit against the university.
However, Burnell said she does not
plan to file a claim and wants to put
"the past behind me."
Resignation refused
Burnell was reassigned to
teaching duties in January after she
refused to resign her chairwoman
post.
She said the decision was made
without consulting the occupational
therapy faculty. She added that the
administration did not tell her why
she was removed.
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns said the removal was within
the law and university policy,
although he said he and Dean
Stanley Burnham, of the School of
Applied Arts and Sciences, should
have consulted the faculty.
Hearing granted
A hearing with the Chancellor’s
Office was granted and held in
March.
"The hearing officer made the
recommendation (to the chancellor)
that there was no violation of procedure," said Robert Sasseen, dean
of faculty.
"The decision will stand," he
said. "All administrative remedies
have been exhausted."
"1 was not trying to get my job

Dr. Diana Burnell
back," Burnell said, referring to the
hearing. Burnell said she thought
the hearing would provide a reason
for her removal.
Burnell qualified
Clayton Sommers, CSUC dean of
faculty affairs, said the office did not
find any procedural errors in the reassignment and that Burnell was
qualified for her new position.
He added there is no grievance
procedure for university adminisas there is with faculty
trators
members.
He said the chairperson post is
not a "grievable position" because
the board of trustees does not consider it as a permanent position.
Chairpersons, according to
Sommers, "serve at the pleasure of
the president." Therefore, the
president can remove them without
reason, he said.

Director, cutbacks

delay Gu adalupe
Freeway construction tying
downtown San Jose to the Interstate
system has been delayed and
reduced in size.
The construction of Guadalupe
Freeway, which would help link U.S.
101 and 1-280, was to begin this
month, according to Erwin A.
Daines, Caltrans project engineer.
He said reducing the project’s
priority was created by funding cutbacks and Adrianne Giantuco, the
newly appointed state transportation director.
"She has been questioning all
planned freeway construction . .
many jobs have been held up since
she was appointed," said Daines.
Many characterize Giantuco as
not being "pro-freeway", he added.
Lilian Brannan, president of the
United New Conservationists
(UNC), said the planned eight lane
freeway was cut down to a four lane
expressway because of an extensive
UNC grassroots campaign.
UNC is a group concerned with
preserving the city’s natural assets.
"We stopped it by calling the
project the ’Bicentennial Freeway’
and by hammering away at how the
historic and natural value of the
Guadalupe River would be

destroyed by having a freeway run
on top of it," Brannan said.
(INC members sent letters to
local representatives and went to
some Metropolitan Transportation
Commission meetings in Berkeley to
push the "preserve-the-river campaign," Brannan said.
The transit commission is an
information clearinghouse for the
San Francisco Bay Area and recommends what federal money should
be awarded for local projects.
Brannan said that while speaking
to garden clubs she found many
persons were receptive to maintaining the river’s beauty.
"But they also didn’t want to stop
the success of the city’s redevelopment by stopping the freeway,"
Brannan said.
One Guadalupe Freeway
proponent, San Jose Councilman
James Self, has stated that the
success of the Park Center and San
Antonio Plaza oevetopnicnts are tied
to downtown freeway access.
Caltrans officials at a February
UNC meeting agreed to reduce the
Guadalupe Freeway in both length
and width, Brannan said.
The four lane expressway will go
only from Freeway 280 north to
Julian Street.

Spartan Pub seeks break-even point

Gary Dahl
Rock Bottom Enterprises, Dahl’s
newly formed company, has anticipated the rock’s decline in
popularity and already has a replacement on the market.
Crushed rock, or as it is more
commonly known, sand, is the new
item.
"The Sand Breeding Kit" hit the
market Sept. 1 and although Dahl
has no figures yet on the number of
products sold, he is optimistic that
he will once again capitalize on "the
American sense of humor."
The Sand Breeding Kit consists of
two vials of sand, male and female,
with a booklet explaining the best
ways to breed the sand.
The new product is billed as
"your once in a lifetime chance to
make your own beach."
"It’s simply a novelty item, but I
think it is something that will sell,"

By Steve Wright
Beer is a full-time business
throughout the United States, but on
the SJSU campus it has been greeted
with only part-time acceptance
since introduction one year ago.
However, the Spartan Pub is
viewed as a service for students and
not a money maker, according to
Harry Wineroth, director of Spartan
Shops, which oversees the Pub.
"Just as long as it breaks even,"
he said in a recent interview. Wineroth still is working toward that end.
The Spartan Pub finished its first
year of operation $6,000 in the red.
This was a $3,000 comeback from a
$9,000 deficit reported at the end of
the fall, 1975 semester.
Members of a now seemingly
defunct Coors Boycott Coalition
(CBC ) took credit for the Pub’s loss
at the end of that semester. Wineroth blamed it on a lack of operational controls.
First pub
Being the first state college or
university pub, Wineroth said he
was not sure initially of how to
operate the Spartan Pub. Currently
though, Wineroth has brought in
"portion control."
Employes were not watching the
heads on the beer and some beer was
being given away, Wineroth said.

Now, through a formula that determines how many glasses should be
sold per keg, Wineroth said he has
the needed control.
Final beer distribution figures for
the year show that there was still a
lot of drinking going on, despite the
Pub’s financial loss.
According to year-end tallies,
just less than six glasses of beer per
campus person was consumed
during that time. Campus persons
include all students, faculty, administrators and support staff.
Wineroth reported that 894 kegs
of beer had been drained, making a
total of 13,857 gallons downed during
the first year of Pub operation. In
the old 12-ounce plastic glass size,
that equalled 174.330 glasses of beer
served, according to Winerith.
The CRC said during the Spring
Semester that its activities would
affect beer sales in the same manner
as the previous semester. However,
its picketing was sporadic during the
spring as the Pub started on what
Wineroth hopes is a fiscal comeback.
Fairly successful
During its protest peak, the (’BC
colli cted over 2,000 signatures from
stuuents, faculty and support staff
on petitions calling for the removal
of Coors beer from the Pub last fall.

The CI3C also had the support of
many campus organizations.
The protest began following the
filing of a federal suit that charged
the Adolph Coors Co. with promotion
violations in regard to affirmative
action policies for minorities. More
than a dozen similar suits had been
filed prior to this action, initiated by
the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission.
Wineroth said a Spartan Shops
board member who toured the
Golden, Colo, plant reported that
conditions there seemed to be improved. The status of the suit is not
immediatly known.
There are now three additional
state college or university campuses
which will be serving beer this fall.
Other campuses within the 19-school
system reported trying to get a pub
into at least the planning stage.
However, many campus ;pokespersons stated the idea was still just
being talked about.
At SJSU, Wineroth is experimenting with different ways to
make the Pub break even. In addition to controls, which included
films that illustrated how beer
should be poured from a keg, there
have been changes in serving containers, identity and price.
Last year the Pub was going

through an identity crisis. Wineroth
explained.
"We didn’t know whether the Pub
should have live entertainment, be a
disco or what," he said.
Relaxed atmosphere
Eventually, it was determined
that too many other beer bars
around the campus community had
entertainment, either live or disco.
Wineroth said lie round that all
students, staff and faculty wanted to
do was have a place to sit and have
one or two beers.
So this year the Pub closes
earlier and has cut out all scheduled
entertainment. The new hours are 11
a.m. to 7 p.m.
The F ub has also rid itself of
plastic glasses and now serves beer
in a glass. The new glasses hold 10
ounces. Pitcher sizes have been cutback to one 50 ounce size, and the
number of brands of beer available
have been reduced.
Prices have also been reduced
accordingly, said Wineroth. The
Happy Hour remains from 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. when serving prices are
reduced by five cents and pitchers 25
cents.
Regular beer prices range from
35 cents to 45 cents per glass and
pitchers range from $1.75 to $2.25
during regular hours.
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Opinion
Three-year rule’ restrains
the goal of good education
By Nick Baptista
It is becoming harder to get a
quality education at SJSU. This
school has become a giant bureaucracy which places irrelevant rules
over education its primary goal.
A case in point is the release of
Dr. Nancy Wey, an art lecturer. She
seems to have been a fine Oriental
art history instructor the three years
she taught here at SJSU. She was not
reappointed for a fourth year even
though a recruitment committee
found her the most qualified person
for the position because of the
"three-year rule."
What is the "three-year rule"? It
limits the time a full-time temporary faculty member can teach at
SJSU. To be hired for a fourth year
Wey needed the approval of Dr.
Hobert Burns, the academic vice.
president.
Robert Sasseen, dean of faculty,
said legal counsel for the university
has indicated that temporary
faculty members can claim for de

Analysis
facto tenure after five years and
Burns used this as a reason for not
reappointing Wey.
But Wey was seeking reappointment for a fourth, not a fifth year,
which could have led to a claim of
tenure.
Nick Baptista is the Spartan
Daily staff writer who wrote the
article concerning Dr. Wey that appeared in Monday’s newspaper.
Wey has expressed she would like
tenure but through a probationary
position.
Student letters and evaluations of
Wey were found to be positive.
The committee unanimously

recommended her for the position
based on her qualifications, which,
after looking at them, are far more
impressive than the person who
replaced her.
She possesses a Ph.D. in the field,
has more teaching experience and is
an excellent speaker.
Her replacement has an M.A.
degree, less teaching experience
and speaks with an accent.
Burns did not find it "imperative" to reappoint Wey.
So the school has hired someone
less qualified.
Who loses? The students.
Not only did Wey teach here, she
also spent part of her free time with
Eastern Streams, a student activity
group with interest in Far Eastern
art and philosophy, which she
founded.
It seems that the "three-year
rule which is the excuse for her
release, is too arbitrary or was used
arbitrarily, thus not achieving the
goal of a good education.

Filling in the Blanks

Cake-popper story gives insight
to chauvinism-female and mak

Letters
Daily misses
Murillo ideas
Editor:
I would like to point out the obvious bias in the article on Mario
Murillo in Tuesday’s (Oct. 5) Daily.
Mario was reported to have
promoted his healing powers when
in fact he repeatedly disclaimed any
powers of his own and gave full
credit to God.
It was reported that no one threw
away their crutches, but it was not
reported that a woman was healed of
arthritis in her spine which no doctor
had been able to cure in 10 years.
I realize that it is popular in these
days to discredit anything relating
to God, but the function of journalism is to report the facts, not
prejudices.
I invite anyone who is interested,
to come Nov. 6 at 7:30 p.m. and see
for themselves rather than read a
butchered version by a biased
reporter.
Bob Worsley
Engineering Senior

Lack of spirit
evident at Cal
Editor:
What happened to the SJSU
cheerleaders at the Berkeley game
Saturday? They were there, I saw
them. Otherwise, I would not have
been aware of their presence.
The disappointing absense of
Crazy George was not dulled by the
fact that our remaining cheerleaders neglected almost entirely to
lead the fans in organized yells.
There was a somewhat lame
excuse about a lack of microphones.
Since when do we need microphones
to yell support for our team?
The cheerleaders displayed a
complete lack of leadership and
spirit. Must they rely on Crazy
George for confidence?
The cheerleaders’ display of
spirit and acrobatic strength was
truly impressive when the Stanford
game was televised two weeks ago.
It is disappointing and embarrassing that a lack of T.V. cameras and
Crazy George could produce such a
poor performance by the SJSU
cheerleaders.
Judy Dudley
Business Administration
Senior

Prof well; back
for book talk
Editor:
Some of you taking my courses
when I became ill in 1975, have
asked me some unresolved
questions I left in your minds by not
finishing the semester.
I am going to give the faculty
book talk on Oct. 27 at 12:30 p.m. in
the faculty lounge on the best of the
books on the Watergate scandal.
This book in detail shows the end

results of Weber’s analysis of Calvinism -capitalism ( which was the
exact subject I was going to deal
with in our class when I became
sick). So if you want to find out about
the end of the class as I was going to
do it, you can hear me dealing with a
great book.
Robert M. McNair,
Associate Professor
of Sociology

Carter column
exhibits bias
Editor:
I am personally surprised that
the Daily would allow Steve Forsythe’s column of Sept. 29 to be
printed.
It was readily prevalent throughout his mockery of journalism that
he was presenting biased, ignorant
opinions, and was attempting a
personal put-down of Carter.
I, for one, do not find Carter’s
southern accent hard to understand.
As a matter of fact, he talks in a
language that the average person
from any background or walk of life
can understand. Carter talks to the
people, not above them.
I guess you think that someone
has to speak, so that one must look
up his every other word in the dictionary.
Really, I can’t see the purpose of
Forsythe’s article. It wasn’t the
least bit funny and all it did was
portray the ignorance of the Spartan
Daily Assistant Opinion Page
Editor.

By Steven C. Taylor
A few years ago, while driving on
a freeway toward some unknown
destination, I passed a car with a
bumper sticker that proclaimed
"Men’s Liberation."
his B.A. is in an unrelated subject. A
look at the facts shows that Mr.
Hsing is not as qualified as Dr. Wey
is now, or as qualified as Dr. Wey
was three years ago when she came
to San Jose State.
If Burns can’t remember what he
said to Dr. Wey at that meeting, how
about asking some other people that
were there?
I think you will find that his
remarks made an impression on a
number of people.
Is the "three-year rule" really a
rule that the administration is
compelled to follow (even when it
conflicts with California State University policy that states that
qualifications shall be the only basis
for hiring)?
Or is it simply a convention that
has come about at this university
during the last few years?
Is the only purpose of the "threeyear rule" to keep the university
flexible? Or does it serve other
purposes?
Investigation and insight are the
two things that are lacking in
Baptista’s article. I hope this article
isn’t indicative of what we can expect from the Spartan Daily.
Mark Jenkins
Dance Junior

Not really having much of an idea
what such an expression could
possibly mean, I dismissed it as
satire. The idea didn’t really make
much sense to me.
Until last Tuesday, that is.
For it was on that day that I found
an article on this newspaper’s front
page about an SJSU psychology
graduate who goes to all -women
parties to pop out of a cake, sans all
covering except for his beard.
But if that is not enough, he also
offers himself as a prize to the guest
of honor and/or "game" winners.
Lucky winners can get him alone in
a room for 10 minutes.
My initial reaction was laughter,
but the more I thought about it, the
more uncomfortable I felt. And with
that discomfort came a little bit of
guilt, too.
Being a male cake-popper is still
a novelty, though popular enough to
keep the article’s naked subject
busy with engagements.
And what of the women? What
kind of off-base simplemindedness
makes them all go crazy over a nude
male popping out of a cake?

"Girls have neat imaginations
better than men’s," the popper was
quoted as saying.
Omigod.
Imagine all these drunken females maybe your’ wives, your
girlfriends, your sisters sitting
around a living room during a bridal
shower cheering on this naked man.
What’s next, male strippers? It’s
bad enough there are Playgirl foldouts.
The image of this exploitation
made me a little angry. I mean, if
this trend continues, is this going to
result in men’s physical aspects
given more consideration by women
than their personality aspects?

Steven C. Taylor is the Opinion
Page Editor of the Spartan Daily.

Personally, such a situation
would be of no help to me. I take
pride in my ability to be friendly,
intelligent to some extent and a nice
person in general.
But physically, I’ve got as much
going for me as Woody Allen. My
only rippling muscles are in my
tongue. I’ve got more hair in my
nose than on my chest and my rear
end is about as sexy as a fire
hydrant.
Judging a man by his physical
aspects alone is rather absurd.
Stupid females and stupid ideas. I
concluded.
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I know it was Forsythe’s opinion,
but some things (like his article, for
example) are better kept to oneself.
Sandra M. Speed
Biological Science Junior
Editor’s note: Forsythe supports
Jimmy Carter in his bid for the
presidency. In the Friday, Sept. 24
issue of the Daily, he wrote the ’pro’
side of a pro-con on the former
Georgia governor.

Dr. Wey story
lacking points
Editor:
I was disappointed by the superficial and misleading article on the
grievance filed by Dr. Nancy Wey,
in the Oct. 4 issue of the Spartan
Daily.
There are several questions that
the writer, Nick Baptista, did not
consider, let alone attempt to answer.
Is Mr. Hsing really "at least as
qualified as Dr. Wey when she was
first appointed as a temporary
lecturer," as Hobert Burns maintains?
Mr. Hsing has yet to earn a
degree in the field that he is now
teaching. His M.A. is in Western art
history, not Oriental art history and
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And then, of course, it hit me.
Since history has been recorded,
the emphasis on the outside person
over the inside person has been a
fact of life. Only it has been the men
judging the women instead of the
other way around.
Nothing like turning the tables
and getting a taste of one’s own
medicine. Alas, now I know hoW
many women must have felt all
those years when it was they who
were being exploited.
How many times had I prejudged
a girl because she was overweight.
How often did I ignore women
because they were not "developed".
What number of times did I
directly or indirectly put someone
down without giving any considers’
tion to the real person the inner
self?
I like to think I do not do it at
often as others of my sex, but
probably do it too often. In fact
doing it once is too often.
So now, I have finally figured ou
what "Men’s Liberation" signifies
Release us from our shackles. Fret
us from the bonds of society. Dowt
with chauvinism.
Female chauvinism and malt
chauvinism.

Write Us

The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by mail
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Videotape aids law enforcement
By Kevin Dwyer
Imagine a dark alley in
some seedy section of town.
Two hoods nervously are
talking. Suddenly they exchange a package and in a
quick trot they leave the
scene.
Another successful narcotics deal, right? Not
necessarily, because perched above them on the
roof of an adjoining building is a police officer videotaping the entire incident
on a CII-Tron Videotape
machine.
The CII-Tron (Criminal
Investigation Identification) is a combination
camera and casette
module. It not only records
an image but it also inducates the time and date
in sequence on each frame
of film.
"It’s specifically designed for law enforcement purposes," said Fred
Schmietow of Videotronic
Security Systems. "It will

make it easier on a policeman to convict a criminal," he said.
Schmietow got the idea
for the machine while talking to SJSU Administration
of Justice Prof. Douglas
Lazo.
Idea developed
"We were just sitting
around my office trying to
figure out a better way to
utilize videotape and we
came up with the idea,"
Law said.
"Then we sent the plans
to an electrical engineer
who designed it for us."
The machine, which is
the first of its kind in the
world, will aid police in the
investigation of crime, in
surveillance and in the
detection of fire and theft.
"In the case of a fire,"
Lazo said, "we can attach
an infared lens onto the
camera’s night viewfinder
and pick out what’s causing
the fire."
According to Dave

presented by the prosecution. This was often used as
questionable evidence by
sharp defense attorneys.
Lazy and Schmietow
will take their CII-Tron
machine, which sells for
19,000 with all the components, on an international
tour in the next few months.

Overseas
positions
available
David Pacheco

Prof. Lazo (I) and Fred Schmietow demonstrate the CI I -Tron videotape machine.
Locke, an Oakland police
officer and a team leader in
Lazo’s investigative photography class, the video-

tape machine will limit a
defense attorney from attacking the "credibility" of
the photograph.

Formerly a policc
photographer had to prove
the time and date of any
photographic evidence

Expert talks
on Arab wars

By Randy Brown
"When Lebanon was
torn off from Syria, it was
55 per cent Christian and 45
per cent Moslem, with a
! great amount of French influence," said Dr. Yosef
Goell, professor of political
science at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, in a
talk about the long struggle
between Christian and
Moslem forces in Lebanon.
Goell was-speaking to 26
people yesterday in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room.

"Since the establishment of Lebanon, the Moslems have had many more
babies than the Christians
have had. And a proper
census would show this.
But, God forbid anyone
should hold a census," he
said.
Goell, speaking for
about 45 minutes on
Israel’s relation to the
fighting in Lebanon,
covered a variety of aspects of the Lebanon crisis.
He talked about how the
Lebanese government
structure is set up to keep
the Christians as the
majority power in the
country. He said that it has
been and still is required
that the president of Lebanon be a Christian and the
vice president be a Moslem.
Goell said that when
Christians and Moslems
are talked about, they are
not being talked about in
terms of their belief, but of
the community they exist
in.
"Whatever you do,"
said Goell talking about the
Lebanese, "you do within
your own community. You
do business within your
own community, you
marry within your own
community and soon."
Because of France’s desire to keep the Christians
in power, according to
Goell, they have managed
to get the help they need
from the United States and
Israel.
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He lightly praised
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger’s intervention in
the Lebanese matter between France and Israel.
He told his audience that
with the help of Kissinger,
Israel had allowed a naval
blockade of Israel fuel
ports that are accessible to
the Moslems to be set up.
Also, he said, Israel has
opened up a portion beyond
its northern border to allow
Lebanese peasants in for
emergency care and food.
Goell talked about the
numbers of people being
killed in Lebanon because
of the fighting.
"One hundred people
killed a day is nothing,
right? At that rate, the
fighting in Lebanon will be
over in 10 years. One
hundred is nothing when
you talk about numbers,"
he said, "but when you’re
talking about people..."

Dr. Yosef Goell, Israeli political science professor, talks on Lebanon crisis.

was visited by a learningmaterials specialist from

Hungary.
Klara Tompa, 28, who

Spartan Shops directors agree
to waive student employees’ fees
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Catalina Guevara

Klara Tompa, learning -materials specialist, visits SJSU’s learning center.
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The Campus Ministry’s
Mass for All People will be
held at 5 tonight at the
Campus Christian Center,
10th and San Carlos streets.
The Jewish Student
Center will hold a Sukkah
building party and potluck
Sabbath dinner at 3 p.m.
tomorrow at 298 S. 12th
Street. For more information call 293-4188.
Women in Administration of Justice will meet
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow in MH 510. Plans
for attending the Oct. 23-24
conference in Sacramento
will be discussed.
Application for co-op
jobs in the FAA traffic
control program are being
accepted daily in the
Cooperative Education
Office, Building Q, Room 4.
The program, once restricted to Aero majors,
has been opened to math,
geography and meteorology majors as well.

works at the National
Center for Eduactional
Technology in Budapest,
spent two weeks at the
campus center studying
SJSU’s procedures for designing and developing programs in self-instruction.

"College Bowl", the TV
game show that once allowed university students
to show everyone how
much trivia they had accumulated, is planning a
comeback.
Intercollegiate competition will start Dec. 1 and
run through June 1, culminating in a national invitational tournament.
According to the show’s
creator, Don Reed, television is not a primary consideration in the regular
season, but plans are underway to televise the
tournament finals.
Schools will be encouraged to seek out local
broadcasts of their regular
season contests.
To qualify for the national tournament, a school
must register with "College Bowl" in New York
and complete a minimum

Tompa studied physics
and mathematics at the
University of Budapest.
She specializes in creating
and developing learning
materials for students.

A motion to waive
student fees for Spartan
Shops employes was passed yesterday at a meeting
of the Spartan Shops Board
of Directors.
Previously, state employes were the only persons that benefited from
the fee waiver.
"I don’t look at it as
something that’s going to
be very costly," said Harry
Wineroth, General
Manager of Spartan Shops.
"I only have one student
interested in it now."
Bill Clarkson, president
of the Spartan Shops

The Inter-Varsity Christain Fellowship will hold a
meeting at 7 tonight at the
Campus Christain Center,
10th and San Carlos streets.
The meeting will be
preceded by a prayer at
6:30.

Two recent graduates
will discuss how the obtained a career position
and their experiences during that "First Year" at
3:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.
The Gay People’s
Union -Lesbian Feminist
Alliance presents Miriam
Ben Shalom, a gay servicewoman fighting a discharge from the army at
7:30 tonight at the First
Unitarian Church, 160 N.
Third Street. A El donation
is asked to defray expenses.
Students planning to enroll in the Secondary
Education Foundation
courses ("block") for the
1977 spring semester
should contact: the Student
Advisement Center beginning today in ED 106
The Gay People’s Union
will meet at 8 tonight in the
S.U. Guadelupe Room.
There will be an Ad club
orientation meeting and
wine party at 7 tonight in
the S.U. Umunhum Room.
An initiation meeting
for all new Sigma Delta Chi
(SDX) members is being
held at 11:30 a.m. Friday in
the faculty cafeteria.

’College Bowl’ trivia show
to return this December

Visitor praises campus center
SJSU’s Instructional
Resources Center recently

The Smithsonian Institution Peace Corps
Environmental Program is
offering overseas positions
to qualified personnel in
environmental and natural
resources.
Many of the positions
offered are field research
projects while others are
primarily administrative
with a number requiring
graduate degrees.
The positions available
include: environmental
educators, watershed
managers, park planners,
outdoor recreation specialists, archeologys, biology
and zoology lecturers,
botanist, range managers,
marine biologist, ecologist,
soil scientist, foreiter,
wildlife biologist and entolmologist.

spartaguide

Board, said the fees would
only be waived if the
student was taking courses
related to his job, such as
accounting classes or
courses related to food
services.
Regarding food service
sales, Wineroth said there

has been a 24 per cent rise
in food sales this semester
as compared to the same
time last year.
Wineroth added that
campus food service expenses are staying within
normal limits.

FREE Speed Reading Lesson
Pity the poor snail. He
takes hours to get where
he’s going but so do
you when you read slowly. If you are
tired of sleepless nights of studying; if
you want better grades; if you really
want to comprehend what you read,
no matter how technical; if you want
all this and more, come to our FREE
demo lesson and see how READS.
INC. can help you. (READS. was selected as the best reading program by
ASUCLAI.
WHERE: Best Western Motel
1440 No. 1st, San Jose
WHEN: Thurs., Oct. 7, at 4 Er 8 p.m.
READS. 615 Nevada St.
S3usalito, CA 94965
415-332-6446

"SJSU has a very advanced instructional
resources center, Tompa
said. "In Budapest, we are
still in the beginning stages
compared with what I have
seen here. This trip has
been a very worthwhile
experience for me."
Tompa’s visit came
about as the result of a
presentation the campus
center’s director, Ron
McBeath, gave at the International Council for Educational Media in Glasgow,
Scotland.
Her United States tour
was sponsored by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO).
Advertisement

of 20 games against at least
four different schools.
The College Bowl
Foundation, a non-profit
organization, will solicit
scholarship funds for the
playoff winners.
Official questions for
season contests will be provided by the foundation and
mailed to a designated official at the home team campus for safe keeping until
game time.
In addition to intercollegiate competition, which is

limited to one team per
campus, intramural contests will be encouraged.
Information can be obtained by writing College
Bowl, 20 Haarlem Avenue,
4th Floor, White Plains,
N.Y. 10603.
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500 -Million Student Aid
$ **each year to those who know
how and where.
Big, fat, thick,
400 -pages.
Guide to all types of
Financial Aid available to students.
Plus complete preparation for scholarship tests.
Send $4.00--Chack or
Money Order to:
IMPEX INDUSTRIES,
DEPT. SD; 260 Sheridan Ave . , P. 0.
BOX 11007, Palo Alto, Ca.
94306
Over

Tenth St. Pharmacy
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till t Cosmetics
2 Tone Luster Shadow
Soft color & highlight
in one stroke.
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Gently seals itself.
Smudgeproof and Waterproof
Dermatologist tested
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Nationally Known Speed Reading
Course To Be Taught In San Jose
SAN JOSE (Spec.)
United
States Reading Lab will offer a 4
week course in speed reading to a
limited number of qualified people
in the San Jose area.
This recently developed method
of instruction is the most innovative and effective program
available in the United States.
Not only does this famous
course reduce your time in the
classroom to just one class per
week for 4 short weeks, but it also
includes an advanced speed reading course on cassette tape so that
you can continue to improve for the
rest of your life. In just 4 weeks the
average student should be reading
4-5 times faster. In a few months
some students are reading 20-30
times faster attaining speeds that
approach 6000 words per minute.
In rare instances speeds of up to
13,000 wpm have been documented.
Our average graduate should
read 7-10 times faster upon completion of the course with marked

improvement in comprehension
and concentration.
For those who would like additional information, a series of free
one hour, orientation lectures have
been scheduled. At these free lectures the course will be explained
in complete detail, including classroom procedures, instruction
methods, class schedule and a special one time only introductory tuition that is less than one-half the
cost of similar courses. You must
attend any of the meetings for information about the San Jose
classes.
These orientations are open to
the public, above age 14, (persons
under 18 should be accompanied by
a parent if possible.)
If you have always wanted to be
a speed reader but found the cost
prohibitive or the course too time
consuming . . . now you can! Just
by attending one evening per week
for 4 short weeks you can read 7 to
10 times faster, concentrate better
and comprehend more.

C

NO MIN
STU ID

If you are a student who would
like to make A’s instead of B’s or
C’s or if you are a business person
who wants to stay abreast of today’s everchanging accelerating
world, then this course is an absolute necessity.
Meetings will be held: Wed.,
Thurs., Fri., Oct. 13, 14, and 15, at
6:30 and again at 8:30 p.m.; Sat.
Oct. 16, at 10:30 a.m.; and Mon..
Oct. 18, at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. at the
Northwest YMCA, 20803 Alves Dr..
Cupertino. One block North of
Stevens Creek Blvd. off De Anza
Blvd. near Gemco.
If you are businessman, student, housewife or executive, this
course, which took 5 years of intensive research to develop, is a must.
You can read 7-10 times faster,
comprehend more, concentrate
better, and remember longer. Students are offered an additional discount. This course can be taught to
industry or civic groups at "Group
rates" upon request. Be sure to attend whichever free orientation
that fits best in your schedule.
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les movies movies movies movies movies ma
they would charge money
to see this film.
The only shocking scene
is an axe murder within the
first few minutes of the
movie, but the surprise is
produced only because
there is no proper buildup
to the killing.
The shock doesn’t settle
in until well after the body
hits the ground. That is
hardly excessively explicit
and it goes downhill from
there.
The essence of the plot
is that someone is chasing
this woman through the
wilds of the rural South and
corners her at a brokendown shack inhabited by
leftist caricatures of
George Wallace.
This ’white trash’

Poor Trash
By Steven C. Taylor
"Poor White Trash,
Part 2" advertises itself as
a movie so excessively explicit, uniformed guards
will be checking identification at theater entrances
to insure no minors are admitted.
To make a long story
short, there is no excess
explicitness, no uniformed
guards, no I.D. check ( it’s
rated RI and there should
not have even been a
movie.
The director’s point in
this poor excuse for entertainment is "let’s see how
gross we can get:" Yet, the
only grossness is the fact

when not disgusting each
other by such activities as
wiping a nose with a dishventures into the
towel
woods one at a time for
help, only to be murdered
in unusual ways.
This works weakly at
best, because the thin,
trivial plot is supported by
bloodshed that looks like a
lot of tomato catsup being
thrown around.
Poor sound and lighting
undercut it even more and
the dull acting of stereotyped Southerners coilapses it completely.
It eventually leads to an
absurd conclusion that has
nothing to do with the body
of the film. It leaves the
viewer feeling cheated,
both intellectually and
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You’ll love the place,

Tenant
By Laurie Slothower
Only in an era of
Charles Manson, drive-in
churches, X-rated hotels
and body counts could a director like Roman Polanski
thrive.
This man is disturbed.
But only one step more disturbed or disturbing
than tomorrow’s headlines.

His latest film, "The
Tenant" is a bizarre, disquieting journey into fullblown psychosis with the
same air of demonic conspiracy as "Rosemary’s
Baby."
Plot concerns a man
who rents the apartment of
a girl who committed
suicide by jumping out of
the window, and who fears
his neighbors are trying to
drive him crazy, too.
For example: Polanski
eats at the cafe the former
tenant frequented.
"Tragic, just tragic. She
was so young," says the
cafe owner. "She sat right
where you’re sitting, too
Monsieur. Always had a
cup of hot chocolate."
The waiter brings over a

cup of hot chocolate. "But I
don’t want that, I want
coffee." Polanski says innocently.
"Sorry, the machine is
out of order."
"The Tenant" is a story
of a life altered by circumstances beyond control,
and tragic circumstances
at that. At first it looks like
this is going to be a
"straight" movie, like his
"Chinatown."
But the other tenants in
the building are not quite
normal. They sit for hours
in the bathroom that faces
Polanski’s bedroom window, just staring.
Then one night Polanski
finds a tooth wrapped in
gauze in a crevice in the
wall. In one of the few

humorous moments of the
film he studies it, -lays it in
an ashtray and then
hurriedly puts it back in the
wall.
The next day he wakes
up with blood trickling on
his chin with a tooth
missing. He swears,
"Damn them! They can’t
turn me into Simone Schul!
I’ll show them!"
Slowly, the images
become disquieting, more
hysterical,, until at the
movie’s conclusion the
view of the main character
and the view of the people
around him are split into
two stories.
Polanski is a master
craftsman when it comes to
camera ’technique. The
lighting is dim, and he uses

1 Intourtril

IDEI11
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monetarily.
In the midst of this
mess, the innocent girl
turns to one of the bumpkins and screams, "I don’t
believe you. I don’t believe
you exist."
If only she was talking
about the movie and was
right.

igAr

MASAMI TERAOKA
SLIDE LECTURE

Student Union

One questions, however
Polanski’s decision to sta
in the movie as well a
direct it. It is very hard fo
a director to direct himse
and when it comes to dis
playing any other emotio
but stunned alienation
Polanski falters.
It is unfortunate that
director of Polanski’
genius is stuck on on
theme, as though he can’
escape the tragedies of hi
life. Still, Polanski’s "Th
Tenant" is the closest thin
to cinematic Kafka ther
is.
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"Thursday Live"

L.A. ARTIST

dark colors.
The camera angle
emphasize how th
surroundings dwarf th
people who live in them.
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Entertainment Thurs., Fri. Et Sat.

food and people

featuring

you’ll meet at the Laundry Works.

COCOrty C.

Scott Anne Bancroft

STEAK
LOBSTER
PRIME RIB
COCKTAILS AND SALAD BAR

Dancing begins at 9 pm. You can go wild until
2 am, 7 nights a week. Music by the best bands
in the 34 A:ca.
Come early and enjoy delicious dinner entrees in
memory of Early California Fare. Luncheon Specials:
MON -FRI. 11:30-2:30, Sunday Brunch, Happy Hour:

Sirloin Steak Dinner

INCLUDES SOUP, SALAD, BREAD
BAKED POTATO OR FRIES.

$4.95

Lunch: Mon. -Fri. 11:30-3
Dinner: Sun.-Thurs, 5:30-10; Fri. and Sat. 5:30-11

4 epr,

1102 Saratoga Ave.

87 NORTH SAN PEDRO STREET
287-1456
EARLY
CALIPORNI A
PARE

c.

SPIR1Z

LAUNDRY
WORKS

in Maple Leaf Plaza, San Jose
246-3266

Thurs.
Slim Pickins
Fri. 2- Joe Ferrara
Sat.
Anthony Ryan

Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed

Gary Dunn
Manzanita
Steve Kritzer
Shadbark Hickory
also drinks

ok.

(1\

and dinner

In The PruneYard
1875 S. Bascom
(408) 371-6505

DO YOU SKI?
Whether you ski or skate, play frisbee or football
backpack or play basketball, the Spartan
Daily Winter Sports Special Section is for you.
rhis sports section will appear Thursday
October 28th and will feat
on a variety of sport,

LOOK FOR IT!
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LOOK
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"A REAL GREEK I HAPPENING"

SHISH KEBAB. BEEN
OR WINE . . . 81.79
PERSIAN BURGER.
BEER OR WINE . . . 81.25
FALAFEI. AND ANY
SOFT DRINK . . . 99,

THIS
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EVERY
THURSDAY
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TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE
DAYS ON THE GREEN *8 AND*9

SJSU Associated Students Present
AN EVENING WITH

\\(\\ f-Apo,
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Sat.

8 p. m.

Oct.

Morris

16

Dailey

$3 general

$2 students
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& FRIENDS
Tickets available at the A.S. Business office,
at BASS outlets, and at the door.
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CLASSIFIEDS CAN BE CLEVER!

SATURDAY 111 SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9 1 10, 1976 Gales open 9 AM
how starts 11 AM. OAKLAND STADIUM Tickets Sll adyance312
day of show. Available from all BASS outlets and the Oakland
Colo
scum and its outlets (for Information, 635,71100).
n the Event the Oakland A’s are in the olvunn .1 ,6.
Coliseum, the,
ho we will take place on the same dates at another outdoor
lability in
the Immediate Bay Area.

Group tries ’breakthrough’
By Steve Chaves
"We’re trying to break
through to the music scene
over here with this tour,"
says guitarist Bob Johnson
of Steeleye Span, referring
especially to their Boarding House appearances.
"Our following in England (the group’s home) is
solid, as it is in most of
Europe," violinist Peter
Knight remarked. "But we
enjoy playing in front of
American audiences because of the honest reactions we receive in concerts."
So goes the reasoning
behind the current Steeleye
Span tour of the United
States, building their following (Johnson claims a
large one in the Los
Angeles area) and exposing as many people as possible to their brand of folkrock and electronic sound.
Financial success isn’t
foremost on the minds of
the members of Steeleye
Span, which usually correlates with expanding appeal,
"You talk to any band,"
Knight says, "and their
heads are far more impor-

tant than their bank accounts."
These level-headed
Englishmen (and one female
vocalist Maddy
Prior) go about iheir
business of playing before
audiences with the confidence they’re improving
album by album.
"We have improved
right along, but we are not
any different than before
on the previous albums except for getting more
electric," Knight said.
"And getting better in
the quality of our sound,"
Johnson added.
Said to be selling out
and going more commercial by English and American critics, Knight said,
"Everybody has a right to
judge anything as they
want or see fit, but you
have to be in a situation before you can understand it.
"When I hear people
making a comment on the
group’s progression I
really question the
qualifications of those
critics because they don’t
know us, that is, besides
our music," he continued.

New exhibit
features ex -con
The works of New
York artist Zapata El
Fuego will be in the
Main Gallery of the Art
Department through
Nov. 11. The oil paintings combine human
figures with snakes,
feathers and some African imagery in
allegorical scenes.
Besides the minature
painting (bottom)
Zapata also does regular, 4 by 6 feet paintings.
Zapata taught himself to paint while serv-

ing a four-year term for
armed robbery, assault,
and grand larceny.
The pictures are
considered to be allegorical visions of the artist,
although they are not allegorical in any literary
or archetypal sense;
instead, they are the
very personal views of
how Zapata sees the
world.
Pictured at right:
Art major Michael Mew
readies the gallery for
the display.
Photos by Jim Byous
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Gamelan ensemble
creates interest

By Ray McNeil
New interest is
developing in the music of
the Orient, according to
Prof. Lou Harrison of the
Music Department.
Harrison bases this
obervation on that,
"People don’t giggle now
when they first hear music
of the gamelan ensemble."
The gamelan, he explained, is different from
the western orchestra not
only in the instruments
used, but in how the
musicians rotate on instruSteeleye Span members (left to right), son, Nigel Pegrum, Tim Hart and Peter ments.
Knight.
Maddy Prior, Rick Kemp, Robert JohnThe intruments which
compose a gamelan en"I would rather have
comparable with pop latest being "Rocket Cotsemble primarily consist of
them just review us and
music," Knight explained.
tage," a montage of old percussion pieces. The
say whether they liked us
"And it has taken us a long
English music and lyrics largest is a collection of
or not."
time to find the right com- arranged to Steeleye
brass symbols with each
Promoted as entering
binations."
Span’s electric back- turned to a different ocinto a heavier rock scene,
"However, we have ground.
tave, called the "bonang
Steellye Span attributes
gotten more rock, but it is
Besides Knight, Johnmisleading to categorize son and Prior, the band in- Ken’dang." This is accomthat la their record companied by one or more inpany (Crysalis) having to
us distinctly as folk-rock cludes vocalist Tim Hart,
struments, much like the
present them in some vein.
or rock-folk," he said.
drummer Nigel Pegrum xylophone, called "saron
Whatever the categori- and Rick Kemp on bass.
"We utilize traditional
panerus" and a large
sentiment and arrange zation, the band has to date
Their current tour, inthem in a manner that is recorded nine albums, the cluding their last show to- symbol known as "gong
seiling."
night at the Boarding
There may also be a
House, will have the group string instrument used calvisiting Boston, Chicago, led the "rebab," which
New York and Philadel- looks something like the
phia.
violin.
Harrison said each
gamelan is contructed by
one person and has a different make-up and sound.
SJSU art sutdent Jan
Malinow, who has played
the gamelan since taking a
class from Harrison,
Edwin
Dunning,
Dr.
described the music as,
will
music,
professor of
"moonlite spreading over
bass
program
of
sing a
the landscape."
arias from Mozart operas
This effect, she said, is
at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow in
because of the continous
the Concert Hall, Room 176 waves of sound created by
in the Music Building.
the instruments.
Dunning will sing the
She added that the
"Serenade" and the music is contructed some"Catalog Aria" from "Don
Giovanni," and "Non piu
andrai..." from "The Marriage of Figaro."
Also on the program will
be arias from Mozart’s two
By Robyn McGee
Singspiel (comic) operas,
Computers, those ir"The Magic Flute," and
ritatingly
accurate, seemfrom
the
"The Abduction
ingly insensitive monsters,
Seraglio."
Prof. Patrick Meierotto can make smite very sweet
music.
will accompany Dunning
According to Allen
on piano.
Strange, instructor of
The program is one of a
series of live performances electronic music, "People
for Prof. Meierotto’s Music tend to think of the instru118-A class, "Survey of ment as gratifying the
music, which is not the
Music Literature."
case.
"Sound is the most important thing in music.
The person pictured in Computers are simply a
the photo of the Un- way to achieve intrumentaderground Record Store tion."
Strange said the idea of
mural in yesterday’s Spartan Daily is store co-owner mechanical musicians is
Eric Harlow, not artist Phil nothing new.
"As far back as 1721,
Langdon.
people were experimenting
with mechanical music.
The hurdy-gurdy (barrel
organ, played by turning a
crank) is a fine example,"
he said.
.nile Bunyon seems more
master’s degree and will Dance Department was inAccording to Strange,
powerful he will never
perform the dance to the corporated into Theater
musical instruments are
ultimately conquer Applemusic of W.C. Handy. The Arts in 1974.
invented in coincidence
seed because of his spirit.
grand finale is "Yankee
Tickets will go on sale
with the technology of the
Theater arts major
Doodly Dandy" with jazz the last week in October, day.
Dave Callicchio and Steve
rock music by Paul
according to associate
"For example, a certain
Johnson play Appleseed
Jabara.
professor of dance Mc- type of violin could not
and Bunyon respectively.
The fall production is
Donald in the box office of have been invented at any
"Montage in Jazz" will the first full dance producthe University Theater. Ad- time but the 16th century.
by
associate
probe done
tion staged in the Univermission will be $2.25 for because of the technology
fessor of dance Annette sity Theater since the
general, $1.25 for students.
of the time It follows that
MacDonald. It features the
several styles of blues,
ALL STYLISTS TRAINED IN ’YOSH’ TECHNIQUE
rock, contemporary and
Thirties style jazz.
Among the artists
featured will be Weather
Report, Earth, Wind and
Fire, Cab Calloway and
Paul Jabara.
Of special interest will
be "Thank You, Mr. JorCALL FOR APPOINTMENT
dan," a blues dance perPhone 377-1601
formed by SJSU graduate
2080 S. Bascom Avenue (next to Denny’s)
Bobby Wind.
Wind is working on her
Campbell

Prof
to sing

Dance show readies debut
to be a pioneer on modern
dance. Originally entitled
"The Dance of the
Chosen," it is based on the
theme of religious ritual
and stresses Humphrey’s
principles of rhythm and
balance. It is one of her
most popular works.
"The Shakers" alone
cost $450 of the grant which
includes a special license to
recontruct the play and the
cost of hiring a representative of the Notation Bureau
to review the dance to
make sure it is being done
correctly.
The costumes for the
dance are on loan from the
San Francisco Ballet
Company.
"Johnny Appleseed" is
an original dance choreographed by associate
professor of dance Nina
Gartman with music
composed by Lou Harrison.
The abstract dance depicts modern-day builders
in the form of Johnny
Appleseed versus the destroyer, Paul Bunyon.

what like blues or jazz with
a basic repetitious melody
that allows for musical
improvisation.
According to Harrison
the gamelan ensemble is
used in Asia, India and Islam.
He said, "Whereever
there is a gamelan ensemble around, it forms a community."
A full gamelan en -

semble consits of 35 to 40
people, with many playing
the large instruments at
the same time.
Harrison, whose
students have given over
200 concerts, mostly in
public schools, said there
are eleven gamelan groups
in San Francisco.
"The loud speaker has
not yet conquered everything," he added.

Electric music sweet

Correction

"Dance, America," a
four-part dance concert
with a Bicentennial theme,
is getting ready for its
debut Nov. 4 through 6 in
the University Theater.
Funded by an $800 grant
from President Bunzel, the
dance features selections
of jazz and modern dance
directed by various dance
instructors of SJSU.
For the first time before
an audience at SJSU, a reconstructed dance will be
shown. Doris Humphrey’s
"The Shakers" will be presented under the direction
of ballet instructor Janet
Van Swoll.
A reconstruction, is a
re-done version of a choreography much like a different arrangement for a
song or a play.
In order to do a reconstruction, Van Swoll has
undergone training with
the Dance Notation Bureau
in New York.
"The Shakers" was
originally choreographed
IL 1931 and is considered

Lou Harrison

lheadiinces

today’s technolody would
be used to propagate the
arts."
There are two types of
computer music. Commercial computer digital
synthesis is the type which
the computer actually
makes the music. The
computer is programed
micro
-second by microsecond to "make sound."
The second and most
commonly used type of
computer music is the
newer analogue instrument
synthesizers. In thug type
the computer acts as a performing aid to control
synthesizers.

think of computers being
really big and massive because they perform a lot of
functions. This type of computer, however is built to
perform this one function
so it’s smaller and cheaper,
(cost is about $500 ), "
Strange said.
The sound of computerized music is varied according to how the synthesizers are used. Strange’s
own group, the Electric
Weasle Orchestra, use all
electronic music.

Thu’s Fri

According to Strange,
"Many groups use synthesizers to achieve different
sounds."
At the present time,
mini-computers are used to
aid synthesizers. "You

Tmlo by Robert
Altman

NASHVILLE
THIEVES
LIKE US

...Wines of High Quality
do not just happen...

WARMS,

HAIR DESIGN

POSITIONS ARE NOW OPEN FOR:
A.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL
AND 2 GRADUATE
A.S. COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES

HE HOME OF FINE \A I NI

Attorney General
Aids students in the preparation of cases being presented to the Academic Fairness
and Student Grievance Committees. Acts as student liaison in problems dealing with
academic policies procedure. Keeps a permanent record of all precedents of the A.S.
Judiciary and Judicial decisions. Must be upperdivision or graduate student taking 6
or more units.

See our new line of

PANTS AND TOPS

For GUYS and GALS
Eastridge Mall
a Cruz
terey
lesto

ktoo

2 Graduate Positions

upper level

San Jose
2381280
1208 Pacific Avenue
708 Cannery Row
2801 McHenry Avenue
309 Weberstown Mall

Must be

Visit Our Tasting Room

a graduate student taking 6 or more units

Ttirgeon & Lolir Winery
1000 Lenzen Ave. San Jose
292-1564

Deadline Friday
Applications available in A.S. office. 3rd floor S.U.

426-90
373-42

529.33
Sd
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Wo MUM harrier eyes World Games
"Coach Riggs is the best
By Larry Goldstein
Judy Graham is the lone coach I’ve ever had. He is
member of both the really geared to helping the
women’s track and field individual in that he can
team and the women’s pick out your needs." she
said.
cross country team.
Riggs coaches
And if it hadn’t been for
One of the first things
her persuasiveness. SJSU
might not even have a Riggs noticed was that
women’s cross country and Graham was not using her
arms properly.
track team.
"He noticed exactly
Cross Country Coach
Don Riggs labels himself a what I was doing wrong in
traditionalist. Having a the very first practice I
female train and travel came to," she said.
Riggs feels he has made
with his men’s squad might
surprise a lot of people, Graham to adapt to his
style. On Mondays the
including Riggs.
But the 23-year -old cross country team runs
Graham has turned out to intervals at South Campus.
During intervals the
be an exception to Riggs’
team will run a lap at 72
principles.
"I’ve always felt that seconds and then a lap at 90
men and women should seconds. This is to
have their own separate strengthen the cardioathletic programs, but in vascular system of each
Judy’s case I made an runner. It is done for six
miles, but Graham will do
exception," Riggs said.
What prompted Riggs’ it for only three miles.
Because she is smaller and
change of heart?
"Over the summer I her metabolism is different
received the nicest, she could not handle the
sweetest letter I have ever pace for the entire six
miles, according to Riggs.
gotten from any athlete.
"Look at her up there
Judy explained that she
wanted to participate but right on the shoulder of that
had no one to run with un- first runner. She is a class
runner," he said during the
less she trained with us.
workout. "The best thing
(SJSU has never had a
women’s team in cross about her is that she is so
country or track and field)
damn coachable." Riggs
"1 feel it is my job to said.
help any athlete and I’m
"She is one of those rare
glad to help her. It has been
athletes who really wants
a new experience and a
to learn. She listens to what
very gratifying one for you have to say and then
me," Riggs said.
puts it to use. It makes my
Graham feels that it has job a pleasure," he added.
helped her considerably to
Riggs said that there
be able to run with the men have been no problems
and is lavish in her praise
with having a female work
out and travel with the
of coach Riggs.
"When I was training team. In fact if anything it
with women I could be way
has helped the spirit of the
harriers.
out in front and still be
In last Saturday’s inGraham
said.
loafing,"
vitational meet at Chico
"But when I run with
State University, Graham
the men I feel as though I
am reaching my 100 per
ran a 14:55.3 over a 2.8 mile
course and set a new
cent maximum. It is far
course record as she
better for me." she noted.

completely outdistanced
her women competitors.
"She came by after the
first mile and asked if she
could take off. I gave her
the okay and you should
have seen it, she blew the
drawers off the other
runners," Riggs said.

running when she was in
high school. She took a coed
physical education class in
distance running and found

out she liked it. She also
found out she was pretty
good.
"I really did enjoy it but

Team fired up
"It really fired up the
team, everyone was
jumping up and down and
cheering. I think it made
the guys want to go out and
do a good job in their
meet," Riggs explained.
Graham feels that running with the men has
worked to her advantage
also.
"The guys are really
encouraging, they really
motivate you," she said.
Graham trains twice a
day and runs between 60
and 70 miles per week (this
does not include meets).
Although she is running
cross country now , her
specialty is track and field.
She hopes to complete in
the World Cup inaugural
Games, slated to begin the
last week of August in 1977.
The games will be held in
Dusseldorf, Germany.
"I’ve run 4:15.1 in the
1500 meters and was
ranked sixth in the nation
last year. But it will take a
lot more to get to the World
Cup games. I like the idea
because they will be sort of
like the Olympics," she
said.
Graham did try to make
the United States Olympic
team but finished seventh
in the trials, which was not
good enough for her to
qualify.
Sick at trials
"I was sick during the
trials. I had some type of
virus or something. It sure
didn’t help me out any,"
she said.
Graham first started

"It has become the
important part of my life. I
broke the matatarsels in
my foot in 1972 and 1973. It
was really getting to mt
not being able to run."
"It is really tough
coming back after an injury you have lost everything you worked so hard
for. But by the same token
it makes you eager to come
back because you miss it so
much," she said.
Beside her running
exploits, Graham manages
to take 13 units here at

Jayne Evans-Windham
Judy Graham takes one of her many steps during an afternoon workout. Graham runs between 60 and 70 miles
per week.

SJSU booters dump Gators again
a 13-0 wallop earlier this
season, boosted his nationleading total to 12.
SJSU’s highly touted.
sophomore, capturing the
nation’s scoring honors last
season with 23 goals,
scored all three of his goals
in a 15 minute span in the
second half, after sitting
out the entire opening half.
"I wanted to give some

I alk
..111t
SJSU forward Easy Perez dances by a
University of the Pacific defender in last
Tuesday’s 11 1 slaughter of the Tigers

SJSU and work 12 hours a
week.
Her major is adaptive
physical education and
although she is a senior she
still has one more year
before she completes
school.
"You either have to get
a teaching credential or get
into corrective therapy. I
haven’t made up my mind
which I’m going to go for,"
she explained.

"You hit your peak
when you reach your late
20s so I’ve got away to go,"
she said.
In 1980 Graham will be
27 and maybe hitting her
peak just in time for the
Olympic Games to be held
in Moscow. But right now
that is not what is on her
mind.
"I am not on a four-year
program," she said "Right
now I’m working toward
qualifying for the World
Cup Games this summer. I
like to take things one year
at a time."
Riggs thinks she is a
world class athlete and has
chance of making the
World Cup Games.
"I’m training her for the
World Games. There will
probably be only one spot
for her to run in (the 1500
meters) and they will
probably only take one or
two athletes for each event.
so it will be tough for her to
make it," Riggs said.

Her work consists of
putting in seven hours a
week in the work-study program and five hours a week
doing volunteer work for
handicapped people in the
community.
Running most important
But running is still the
most important thing for
her right now. She feels
that most women retire too
early from distance running and never realize their
potential.

Grid walk-on receiver Joyce
to undergo shoulder surgery

Easy does it

By Jamie Rozzi
The SJSU soccer team’s
leading scorer made winning look ’Easy’ again.
SJSU forward Easy
Perez pulled another hat
trick against San Francisco State Tuesday night,
as the Spartans trounced
the hapless Gators 6-1.
Perez, who had scored
three goals against SFS in

I always finished way
ahead of most of the guys.
It was sort of embarrassing
but it made me realize that
I really loved to run,"
Graham noted.
Graham now says that
she can’t live without
running and, as evidence of
this, points out that she was
really on edge when she
broke her foot twice and
had to sit out for a while.

of the other guys a chance
to play," said head coach
Julie Menendez, giving the
reason for resting Perez.

confident," Menendez
continued, "and we started
slowly."
It took Perez only seven
minutes after coming of the
Ryan scores
bench, at the half, to post
Forward Steve Ryan
his first and the Spartans’
put the Spartans on the
second goal of the afscoreboard at 18:35 for
ternoon.
their only score of the
Eddie Avakian, coming
opening half.
to the Spartans from
over"We were a little
UCLA, posted SJSU’s third
tally 16 minutes into the
second half. Perez was
awarded an assist on
Avakian’s goal.
Perez drove home the
next two goals at the 27 and
22-minute mark in the final
half.
Bad Pass
The Gators scored their
only goal when Ronnie
Walker, a 10.2 sprinter
from Berkely High School,
capitalized on a bad pass to
Spartan back-up goalie
Rick Sanchez.
"Rick did a good job at
goal, we played him
because he needs the experience in case anything
happens to Sean (Keohane,
ti.ISU’s starting goalie),"
Menendez claimed.
Javier Perez, Easy’s
brother, closed out the
scoring with 10 minutes left
to play on a pass from his
brother.
The Spartans, presently
ranked fourth in the nation,
boosted their season record
to 6-1-0 with the win over
the problem -ridden Gators.
SFS had only one
RH,. Lee returnee in their starting
Perez is the leading scorer in the nation line up Tuesday afternoon
thus far with 12 goals.
Many of last years 6-6-3

squad are boycotting head
coach Art Bridgman,
claiming that he is "incompetent" as a leader.
Assistant coach Paul
Berzin said the only reason
he is assisting Bridgman is
because the players need
coaching.
"He (Bridgman)
doesn’t do that much,"
Berzin claimed. "Coaches
should tell you what your
doing wrong and he doesn’t
do that."
UCLA next foe
The Spartans will face
1975 NCAA regionalists
UCLA Saturday evening at
8 in Spartan Stadium.
UCLA, who lost to
NCAA national champions
University of San Francisco 4-1 in the first round of
the NCAA finals last year,
are coming off a 2-1 upset
of sixth-ranked St. Louis
University this past
Saturday.
Tickets for this
Saturday’s confrontation
will be on sale today and
tomorrow in the S.W.)
ticket office for $2 (adults)
and El (students).
KSJS (90.7 FM) will
broadcast the game beginning at 7:45. Steve Magge
and Bill Schulz will do the
play-by-play.

Walk-on wide receiver
Steve Joyce, the man on
the receiving end of the
’if
Spartans’ longest rl0
the season, suffered a right
shoulder separation in the
team’s practice Tuesday.
According to a spokesman for team trainer Jim
Welch, Joyce will undergo
surgery this week, and is
lost to the Spartans for the
season.
Joyce injured the
shoulder Tuesday during
passing drills, when he fell
on it after catching a pass,
according to wide receiver
coach Mike Flores.
He is a junior, who
transfered from College of
the Canyons in Buena
Park.
In the Spartans’ first
five games, Joyce has
caught 10 passes for 189
yards and one touchdown.
His 62-yard touchdown
reception frofn quarterback Steve DeBerg in the
Utah State game was the
longest pass completion for
SJSU in 1976.
Most of the Spartans’
lingering injuries have
healed, with the possible
exception of nose guard
Fred Ford’s ankle.
Ford, who was hurt late
in the Stanford game,
missed the entire game
against California, and is
listed by Welch as probable
against New Mexico,
though he may not be at full
strength.
Defensive tackles
Wilson Faumuina (Achilles
heel) and DePorres
Washington (sprained
ankle), linebacker Randy
Gill (ankle) and cornerback Gerald Small (twisted
knee) all will play against
the Lobos, though probably
not at 100 per cent.
On offense, tailback
Rick Kane appears to have
healed completely from the
muscle tear which kept
him out of the Stanford
game and forced him to see
limited action against California.
According to Spartan
coaching assistant Phil
Ned, Kane has not yet gone
at full speed in practice,
but he has been making his
cuts very well.
Also on the positive side,
nose guard Dan Durbin,

rnlifiliKkg@UCVN S@II@

DO YOU KNOW?

SPECIALLY PRICED
Pre-washed Pants $8.95

who underwent surgery for
removal of a loose knee
cartilage Sept. 15, has
resumed workouts with the
team.
Durbin has been run-

ning and lifting weights to
strengthen his leg, and
expects to resume contact
drills Monday, when the
team begins preparation
for the next home game
against Long Beach State.
Oct. 16.
According to Durbin, if
all goes well in next week’s
Intramural Football
workouts, he may be reads
iThru Oct. 1/
to play against Long Beach]
Monday-Wednesday 3:30 diviState
sions.

Team
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Individuals 1
Ruptured Ducks
Stinson Beach
Sigma Nu
Activated Sludge

W
4
3
2
2
1
0

L
0
1
2
2
3
4

’

.
’
I

CSmoothi
1 rni,11 1 niit Drink

Tuesday-Thursday 3:30 division
Team
Alpha Tan Omega
Muffdivers
Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Chi

W
4
2
2
0

L
0
2
2
4

Monday-Wednesday 5:15 division.
Team
IFT
Theta Ch:
Cantebury
Individuals
Erectors
Sigma Chi

W
4
3
2
2
1
0

L
0
1
2
2
3
4

Your choice of:
orange
guava
grapefruit
mango
papaya
passion fruit
boysenberry
coconut/papaya
pomegranate
apple

Tuesday-Thursday 5:15 division
Team
Allen Hall
Rock and Sock
Red-Eyes

L
1
1
2

W
2
2
0

Inter -Fraternity Council
Team
Theta Chi
Alpha Tan Omega
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

W
3
3
1

Team
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Alpha Mu

L
0
0
1

Each blended with.
banana
honey
crushed pineapple
and
protein powder

1
2
2
3

75c

05,ceir,
’1/44cross horn Student Unio:y

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
WEEKEND
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow student
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You’ll save money, too. over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

(reg. $16-23)

GREYHOUND SERVICE
Long sleeve Shirts $5.95
Western
Knits
Dick Geno

Frank Laise
Bruce Olson
Gene McFarlane
John Olejnik
Marty Lynn
That by taking an initial step while you are in school, you can guarantee
your future insurability, regardless of any changes in your health or occupation.

rrl

Hundreds to choose from.

for appointment: 255-2880

$i330
$i737
$2945
$3176
$3716
ltr1rW
II

YOU
ARRIVE

3 20 pm
1200om
45 Pr"
3200"
1 45 pm
r

$45 PM
330 pm
(140
10 3050’
11 15 pm
I r,

GREYHOUND BUS STATION
70 ALMADEN AVE
PHONE 297 8890

AND DID YOU KNOW.
Call

$ 704
$ 9 14
$1560
$1610
$19911

Sacramento
Fresno
genie Bobo.
Reno
Um Angeles

That Bob Triplett’s 101 yard kickoff return for a touchdown at Cal last weekend
is second only to Jimmie Lassiter’s return of 102 yards in 1971
also versus Cal.

COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

ONE - ROUND- YOU CAN
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE

TO

457 E. San Carlos
M S 9307. Sun 126

279-18,4i

GREYHOUND
AirGO
...and leave the driving to usg_
4
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SJSU water polo team struggles
during weekend tourney play
4.4444""’AP

SJSU’s Al Lavayen (right) lets one fly
goalward during recent practice session.

The Spartans, however, didn’t
easy going a time over the past

By Roo Coverson
The SJSU water polo
team had its share of
problems last weekend,
losing to Pepperdine,
Stanford and the University of Pacific, while
managing a tie with
Orange Coast.
"Our psychological
state of mind went from
one extreme to another,"
said coach Tom Belfanti in
sizing up the Spartans’
three losses.
"Since we don’t have
the real experience you
need to be a quality team,
I’ve been having to rely on
last year’s substitutes and
freshmen who just haven’t
had enough experience
against the stronger
clubs," Belfanti said.
Program changed
"When the program
changed hands (in terms of
the coaching staff) I found
that the guys just didn’t
have the proper fundamentals, so this year is
primarily a rebuilding
year," Bell anti explained.
The Pepperdine Waves
have as
weekend. taught SJSU a lesson in
Southern California power

water polo as they buried
the Spartan aquamen, 22-3,
last Friday at the West
Valley College Pool.
After we got behind 2-0,
I called a time out so the
guys could get their heads
together, settle down and
work for the high percentage shot, but they lost
their poise," the first year
mentor said.
The Spartans threw the
ball away on four separate
occasions, two of which led
directly to scores for the
Waves.
"By the time I had used
up all of my time outs, we
were behind 11-2 and it
snow-balled from there,"
Belfanti said.
Mental attitude
The mental attitude of
the players was totally
turned around when the
Spartans entered tourney
play against Orange Coast
last Saturday, according to
Belfanti.
"We were up for Orange
Coast, who’s a very strong
team," Belfanti said.
"We were doing the
things we were supposed to
do and we had a chance to

Officials only human

The New York Yankees
have installed an instant
replay screen in newly
renovated Yankee
Stadium. After showing
controversial calls which
went against the Yankees,
and made umpires look
ridiculous, the American
League ordered the
Yankees to put a halt to this
activity, and slapped them
with 81,000 fine.

Comment
The point here is not
who is right or wrong but
that instant replay can
have a positive effect on
professional sports.
Referees, umpires and
officials are only human
and make mistakes like the
rest of us.
Instant replays of crucial plays would be the
fairest way of seeing that

Golfers
third in
tourney
- The SJSU women’s golf
team is presently seventh
with 339 points in the Tucker Invitational Tournament.
There are 16 teams
participating in the tournament that is presently led
by the University of
Florida with 307 points.
Carol Conidy is leading
the Spartan golfers with an
opening round total of 4041-81. Conidy is tied for
eighth place overall. This is
the first match for the
women golfers this season

every team has an even
chance. The official would
not be burdened with
having made a wrong decision which could change a
game, or even an entire
season for a team.
Those who compete in
professional sports strive
all season long for a chance
to make it to the post season games where they can
all make up to $15,000
apiece in a few short
weeks. To be deprived of
this chance just because of
human error is not fair. Especially when instant
replay is available and
could quell controversy for
good.
Many people argue
against instant replay by
saying confrontations
between those who call the
plays and the players add
excitement and flair to
sports. Instant replay
would end all these arguments, and allow players
and coaches to concentrate
on the game, instead of taking an early shower.
Those in opposition to
instant replay also say that
it would slow down the
game. But if teams were
only allowed an arbitrary
number of protests during

each game, coaches and
managers would be sure to
only call for the instant
replay when they knew
they had a good case.
The system would work
like this: An official would
sit in the pressbox and
when a coach or manager
wanted to dispute a particular call he would file a
protest with the head official. The play would then
be viewed by the official at
the instant replay machine,
who would render the final
decision on the play.
It is time we changed
our antiquated ways of
judging sports. With instant replay available
there is no reason to continue under the present
system. Too many times an
official wrongfully decides
the fate of an entire season
just on one call, and this
costs the players money as
well as an entire season of
hard work.

COPIES
c
no minimum

K I NKO’S
123 S 3rd St

295-4336

IF FEET COULD VOTE.
BIRKENSTOCKS WOULD VVIN
EVERY FASHION AWARD.
Try a pair and let your feet make up their own min:

SANDALS AND
334 El Paseo de Saratoga, San Jose

379-8440

Ewert’s Discounts!
Do you have your discount card for
Ewert’s Photo? Yes, you can save
money every time you shop at
Ewert’s lust by requesting a discount card and showing it each
time you purchase supplies at any
of Ewert’s three outlets.

"What does the discount card cover?" our customers often ask
Just to set the record straight, here are the things NOT dis
counted:

I j Services - repair parts and labor, photo
finishing, rentals. classes

3) Cameras, lenses, and other major -hard
ware" items BUT remember, these items are
ALREADY discounted from manufacturers’
prices, sometimes up to 30% off the list"
price
4) Occasional supply items whose markup is
insufficient to permit a discount

MOUNTAIN VIEW
SAN JOSE
247-4062

MT VIEW PHOTO CENTER
"A Subsidiary of Ewert’s
Photo"
1732 Moramonte

967-6789

vI

COUR1115v0MCOuStianu

2) Sale items and used items

111 TOWN Et COUNTRY VILL

-LL

0

announcements

AWAKEN Your fantasies while
conditioning your body. Eufrasia
School of Ballet offers special
college age classes for beginners
through advanced. Small classes
individual attention. Studios’
San Jose Et Santa Clara.
241-1300.
KUNG FU is now available at the Institute of PsychoPhysical De
veliapment Ia non-profit educa
tional corporation) 325 S. First
St., 4th Floor, San Jose. Classes
are on MON thru THUR at 7 p.m.
and SAT at 10 a.m., spectators
welcome. Full-time students (12
units or morel get a 15% discount. For more information drop
by or call 293-6611.

732-1433

Webfoots-Blurnmel fenders stop
mud on shoes, hair and upon the
back
install in minutes and are
very lightweight. Shaw’s Lightweight Cycles, 131 E. William,
sells them in colors to match your
bicycle for only 6.95 pair.
295-5824.
HARVEST FESTIVAL - Farmers’
Mkt/adj to SJSU.
Produce. Crafts/Music
Great
prices! Fri. Et Sat AM, San An
tonio btw 3rd and 4th.
C.P.R.S. sponsoring a faculty and
student barbecue for all Recreation majors and minors at William
Street Park. Oct. 10, 1976, at
1:00 p.m Bring sontethatti to
B -B-0.
U.

automotive

WANTED: 1960 19/0 Chevy body
in good condition. Truck. van, or
car. Call 292-3468 evenings.
’14 Vega GT H Back, 4 spit
Custom int., AM -FM, exc. cond.
$1995. 591 8517 eves.
PONTIAC VENTURA 360, ’73. Air,
AT. PS, low mi. 268-6421 after 5

The Christian Science Organization
meets at 3:30 Wednesdays in the
SJSU Student Chapel. The
SJSU campus community is
welcome.

VW service 412 50 plus parts. Adj
valves, brakes, change plugs, oil,
points, SerVICO hattery ar11 cart,
227-8324

Be* Corp, manufacturer of apparel for the nation’s leading
dept stores will be interviewing
on campus Wed. Oct. 13 seeking
people oriented industrial engineers and general management
trainees. For more info, contact
placement office.

entertainment

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR SJSU STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER? (BARRACK
NO.81 MON. WED. THURS. 1-4.
SORRY, NO PAY JUST EXP,
CONTACT ROI DAVIS 259-8356
OR DROP BY THE CENTER.

Ui

-I!

FOR your WILD PARTIES: Contact
the Unity Band for hot ft nasty
rock Et roll, country rock Et dance
music. Reasonable, 257-0585.
FRIDAY FLICKS Presents, A
Robert Wise production, "THE
HINDENBURG," featuring
George C. Scott and Anne Bancroft, in the adventure of our
time. Two shows, 7 Er 10 p.m.
Morris Dailey Auditorium, Oct. 8.
$1 by Alpha Phi Omega.

THE TRUTH AT LAST? Of 97 people aboard, eight had a motive for
sabotage. One had a plot. What
really happened to "THE HINDENBURG?" Find out at FRIDAY FLICKS. Oct. 8, 7 Et 10
p.m. Morris Dailey, $1.

A MAN IN A CAKE: A surprise
service for women’s birthdays.
showers, and bachelorette par
ties. A picture sent on request
266-2167.

GAY PEOPLE’S UNION - LESBIAN FEMINIST ALLIANCE present Miriam Be,, Shalom, a gay
service woman fighting a dis
charge from the Army. Don’t
miss this speaker at 7:93 Thurs.,
Oct. 7, at the 1st Unitarian
Church, 160 N. 3rd, $1 donation
to defray her expenses.

mx

UNIQUE BOUTIQUE! Handmade El
holiday items at bargain prices.
Sat , Oct 9, 10 a.m. -4 p.m. First
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 374
So. 3rd St San Jose.
TASTY SANDWICHES, Delicious
Swedish Meatballs. Our special
ty, Chicken Salad w!or without
Smoked Ham. Fresh juices. Open
10 7, 126 E. San Salvador. between 3rd awl 4th.
THE MICROBE MARKET has used
furniture
collectobles, books,
tapes, clothing, and more and
more on Oct. 16 and 17. Sat. and
Sun at the 79 South 5th Sr.
Auditorium Proceeds go to open
a non profit board Et care home
Sponsored by the Parents of
Adult Mentally III (PAM!).
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITYI Stuff
envelopes 950 Per 108 irff
mediate earnings Send stamped
addressed envelope to LEA-SJ,
P 0 Box 628, Morro Bay, CA
93442
NOW read Barrio’s newest book
ISJSU student Et author of "The
Plum Plum Pickers"): Vidal gores
H. Hughes in THE DEVIL’S AP
PLE CORPS, a 51.50 ppbk spoof
now at SU Bookstore.
PSYCHIC TEST. Have a happy
Halloween Trick or treat yourself

3
4
5
8

Imes
Imes
lines
lines

*tit

’for sale

Custom made down jackets, vests,
and sleeping bags. Call Lrbby at
244-0997.
CASH for books and records.
Phone 286-6275. Recycle Bookstore, 98 E. San Fernando, SJ.
Selection of used books Et
records Great!
ENGAGEMENT BAND and wedding ring. Gold bands. Soul stone
diamond. $150. 4158411-5299
Eves.
1975 KAW 250cc. Less than 401X1
Needs work. Excellent mech.
cond. See Mike in Washlitati Hall
114 $450.

help wanted
PRODUCT Advertising Stavny In
terview housewives, house -to
house, on cost of living opinions,
and advertise low cost, high qual
ity meat. Work mornings
9:30-12:30, 3 to 5 days a week, as
school schedule allows Stead,
$3 per hr 2994900, Mr. Green.
Waitresses Needed, Food Et
Cocktail, Part time Super epos
tunity for super ladies Call yin.
tags House Restaurant,
378-1271
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES, $3 /hr.
r tips Cash everyday. Exp or
not exp
Apply in person,
Thins Sun., 4.9 p to King Ar
turn, 640 Coleman. 2911010
Secretary, part time, $3.60ihr.
Fleioble hours, varied duties.
245 4920 or 732 4443

Classified Rates

counter attack," he stated.
"Things like that really
hurt us and you simply
don’t win games with that
kind of play," he added.
"I’ve already got the
guys working on ’situation
plays’ in which they simulate in practice the same
type of six-on-five fast
break situations that we
had trouble with against
U.O.P. and Orange Coast,"
Belfanti said.
"We haven’t exactly
been playing easy teams in
the past month, but that’s
no excuse for the way
we’ve performed thus far,"
Belfanti added.

ABC
Liquors

rot

WINES & IMPORTED BEERS
$4.75 *
* DELI FOODS

* UMBRELLAS
KEG BEER *

C-\-\* 1 9

B5 (4
all you can eat

I(ING HOUSE
84So 2nd St

One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

31 50
200
250
3.00

200
250
3.00
390

725
275
325
3/F,

250
3 00
3.50
400

240
290
340
390

324 E Santa Clara
San Jose. CA 9511 3

Ben Er Aldean McCullough
294S208
Proprietors

ii

a

,i Help Wanted

Automotive

Ii Housonq
ii Lost and Found
II Personals

oo Enteotainment
, For Sale

WANTED: PHYSICS 2A tutor that
knows SJSU Physics course.
Call Ted at 298-3792.
PART-TIME Desk clerk. Sat. ft
Sun., 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Apply in person. Royal Executive Inn, 820
East El Camino Real, Sunnyvale,
Calif.
DESK CLERK
Relief night
auditor Apply in person: Royal
Executive Inn, 820 East El
Camino Real, Sunnyvale, Cali
fornia.
EDITOR/WRITER sought for
quarterly tabloid published by
SJSU Alumni Assoc. Must have
prof. writing, editing, layout exp.
Call 277 3235 or stop by Alumni
House,Sth Er San Carlos,
Business Opportunhyl Stuff envelopes
$50 per 100
Send
Stamped Self Addressed envel
ope to: A. Rodriguez, 1212 E.
William St., San Jose, CA
95116.
Professor needs babysitter for
occasional afternoons or eve
flings. Also want woman for
housework day/week. Own
trans. East SJ. 259-5727 or
926-0985

housing
DELIGHTFUL place to live Ping
pong, volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234 S. 11th St. 1 blk. from
campus. 485 and up. 998-08133.
968-7410 level. Mgrs. wanted.
EXCELLENT Rooms Across Campus, men, 99 S. 9th St. Kitchen
priv. Shared $70/mo. Private
$105 /mo. Phone 279-9816, if no
answer call 268-1750. Girls 278 S.
10th St. Across Bus. Build.
Kitchen privil. Er parking from
475’shared me ft $115 private.
Call 279-9035, if no answer on the
above numbers call 268-1750.
FEMALE Roommate Et friend needed. Near campus. Voice Dfect
Call Brian at 29622132 after 4
p.m. No rent required.
FREE SMALL COTTAGE in country
side. Single girl to work 1 ki hrs,
per day tor rent. Car needed, 15
min. from SJSU. Call 258-1276
after 4 p.m.
SINGLE rooms. Small rm house,
girls. Ur bl from campus. Full
home privileges,
Parking
$75 .mo. net. 426-So. 7th St.
258-1276 eves.
CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER
has 1 Br turn, apt. for woman.
$125. Call 247-9044 for info
DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
Pang. Volleyball, dishwasher.
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet 234 S. 11th St. 1 blk from
campus $90 and up, 998-0803,
9e6 7410 level. Mgrs. wanted
1 Br. House, clean, near Smith
Campus, 1150 S. 10th St 4160.
225,9367.
FURN. ROOM for rent, $56a mo Er
lip 468 S. 6th St. Call 998-9649.

EXPERIENCE open friendly communication w: your peers in a
quiet warm atmosphere. Drop by
the Peer Drop In Center, 3rd
floor, Student Union, Diablo
Room. It’s a friendly place to relax and meet people, also workshops, groups referrals and information. M. thru Thurs., 10
am.- 7 p.m., Fri..10-3 p.m. Drop
by soon.
Do you consider yourself an adventurous, curious woman always
seeking to open new doors? If
you are serious, this male would
enjoy speaking with you Please
call 247-3754. Evenings.
This is for "You." I thought that
this would be a neat way to say
I’m thinking of you And most of
all that I care a lot,
I must know - what does the "L"
look like?
WANTED: Female fashion model,
exchange
approx 57", size 8
for fashions. 262-5331, Melody.

su
h.

SeIVICOSxi

Enroll
STUDENT Dental Plan
"now". Applications and in
formation at Associated Stu
dents office or call 3716811.

resumes, theses.. senior proj
acts/letters. 75C page and up
Office near SJU. 287-8611,
287-8612 19 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.) or
262-1923 gill other hours) Ask
Ion Kitty Carter, North Valley
Secretarial Service.
PROFESSIONAL quality photos of
weddings and bar mitzvahs, at
reasonable rates. 222-9208.
TYPING - IBM SEL. II, fast. accurate. exp. in CampbelliTura
bian. 267-3119 Nan.
TYPING
thesis, term papers,
etc.. experienced and fast
Phone 2698674.
Typing/Editing in my Westgate
home. Exp., 90C per page and
up. Call 374-2472, Mrs. Johnson
AT LAST a fun way to exercise!!
Enroll now in ADULT dancing
classes. Improves Coordination.
Memel Stimulation, Great. Way
to Meet People. Modern Jazz or
Tap Classes. Call Kaiser Dance
Studio, 243-4834.

stereos

ft -

TYPING - IBM Selectric
253-3684
Pick up and Delivery
-$1.26
pg. 00% disc for
TYPING
cash or $1.12 pg). Help with
spelling Et punctuation. 287
FOXY.
YOGA and Meditation Classes offered day and night Yoga is a
mental and physical discipline
the meditation practice is simple
and direct. The price is 20 dollars
Ion 30 classes of 2 hours each.
Call now 292 -WAVE San Jose
PANTERA Karate Et Kung Fu
Unlimited in Martial Arts. Proven
street defense for women Et men_
We also feature special exercises
to lose or gain weight. Showers,
Sauna, Weights, 6 Bag. 765 E
Santa Clara St.. by 17th. Open
Mon. thru Fri., 3 to 10 Call
295-0939
TYPING
1 erm Pape,.

travel

CHARTER FLIGHTS winter arid
spring to London from Oakland
Seats available for XMAS, $359,
3 or 4 weeks. Also Frankfurt from
L.A. from $399. British European
Travel, 937 Saratoga Ave . San
Jose, 95129 Phone 446 5252
RUSSIA, ISRAEL or Ireland during
semester break. Spend 2 weeks
in Moscow. Leningrad Et London
148991 or Israel 196991 Four
weeks in Ireland & London
159501. All include air Et hotel plus
much more. Also Hong Kong Er
Europe charters. For full details.
contact Studytrek. 2125 Union
Sr., San Francisco, 94123. 14151
922-8940.
CHARTERS to New York 142391
and Chicago ($1891 at Chnstmas
Must book early. Contact Study
trek. 2125 Union St., San Fran
cisco 94123 1415) 922-8940.

BE CREATIVE
BE MYSTERIOUS
BE PERSONAL
Send Your Personal Message
In Spartan Daily Classifieds

FEMALE to Share 4 bd. house in S.
Clara, $112.80/mo. Call 241-3818
*hare p.m.

2 lines 1 day is 75c
2 lines 2 days is $1

MALE DORM contract for sale
Hoover Hall Call 2778234. Eve
11111US

FEMALE to share turn room near
SJSU; hitch. priv $60 00 rno .
util. incl 293 3248 or 6664336

personals

Come in to JC 208 between

41

9am and 3 pm.

Looking for that something extra in

non commercial ads only

Print Your Ad Here:
30 1011,5 and spot PS for BeCh tine)

Address
Clt

SEND
ii

Services

Transportatoon
II Travel
II

CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO-

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CA,LIFORNIA 95114

Enclosed Ise_

For -Da ys

Deadline, two days prior to publocatton
Consecutove publocatton dates on.
? No

.1:

SAVE THIS AD. Before you pur
chase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts on
200 melon brands of Audio, TV,
tape, car stereo, etc. Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles. We
manufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank recording tape sold wholesale to the
public. Sounds Unique, 998
2693, Tues. - Sat. 12-6
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
buy Et sell used stereo equipment. REBUS HI -Fl. 5023 Stevens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara,
9850344,1 F, 10-7. Sat. 10-5.

Print name.

Classification

Announcements

Students for craft demos. No exp.,
we train. Full/pt. 293-6198. Att.
330 for appt. Fun/Profit.

fraternity life, Come to the Un
Alpha Phi Omega
Fraternity
Out main purpose 15 SHIVICS to
your fellow students and the
campus community. You’ll find
men of friendship, leadership and
service with A-Phi -O. We have
no house, just a lot of room in our
brotherhood for you. Visit U5 at
Friday Flicks or call John Walker
at 298-4148.
WANTED: Pizza Eaters, Spaghetti
Lovers, Ravioli nibblers. Sutter’s
Junction, 444 E. William, San
Jose. Come by anytime after 4
p.m., don’t wait until dark.

35
35
35
35

50
50
50
Minimum Three longs One DIP/
Semester rate
tssues1 $2500

Check

Addressers wanted immediately!
Work at borne, no experience
necessary, excellent pay. Write
American Service, 6950 Wayzata
Blvd., Suite 132, Minneapolts,
Mn. 55426.
AMERICAN LUNG Assoc. needs
help to stuff envelopes and open
returns in Oct. Et Nov. Call
998- 5864 Mon. -Fri., 9-5 p.m.

Each
addo
I tonal
day

Each additosnal line add
54)
50

re/A
SUNNYVALE

to a test of your psychic ability.
For more details, please call Mt.
Bill Simpson, 298-8465 after 4
p.m.

.:

PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
Et HARMONY
CLASSICAL
TO JAZZ - 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE, CALL 225-7013.
BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
136 So, 1st St., 294-2930.
New and used, Afro-American
Latino, Chicano, Native Amen
can, Marxist, women’s labor,
children’s books Et much more.
Selected posters Et records.
Friendly personal service.
Browsers welcome. Ask about
our special events. Open 10 to 6.
Mon. through Sat.

0

LA HACIENDA CENTER
757 E El Camino

PETCHINESE

to the University of Pacific,
it was SJSU’s inability to
capitalize on fast breaks
and penalty shot attempts
that eventually led to their
defeat.
"It wasn’t so much that
we weren’t mentally prepared for this game as it
was the fact that we just
couldn’t execute fundamentals, or convert on our
scoring opportunities,"
Belfanti said.
Fast breaks
"After we fell behind 8-7
late in the game, we had
three straight six-on-five
fast break advantages.
After we blew all three,
we couldn’t stop U.O.P’s

classifieds

Pros need video replay now (
By Larry Goldstein

win it up until the end," he
said.
Two last second shots by
SJSU fell short and hit the
upper bar of the net as the
final buzzer sounded, with
the two clubs deadlocked at
6-6.
The Spartans were
totally outclassed by the
No. 1 ranked Cardinals
from Stanford in the second
game of the tourney as the
’big red’ rolled by SJSU 220.
"Our game with Stanford was like San Jose City
College playing Ohio State
in football," Belfanti said.
"I told the guys before
the game that we had
everything to gain and
nothing to lose by beating
Stanford, but once the guys
got in the water, they just
rolled over and died," he
said.
In the Spartans’ 10-7 loss

refunds

on

cancelled

its
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Bunzel to give
campaign views

news summary
Carter’s California lead shrinking, poll says
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
- Jimmy Carter’s 20-point
lead over President Ford in
California has shrunk to 6
points, and California now
has shifted from the Carter
column to doubtful, pollster
Mervin Field said today.

Field said the Democratic candidate’s 53-33
lead in August had shrunk
to a 41-35 margin n a Califorma Poll survey conducted Sept. 18-25.
He said when the poll
was restricted to the most-

likely-to-wile respondents,
Carter’s lead over the Republican president narrowed to a 44-40 margin.
And when independent
Eugene McCarthy’s writein campaign was added to
the survey, McCarthy cap-

tured 10 per cent of the vote
and Carter’s lead
diminished still further, to
a 38-36 margin over Ford.
"In view of the pronounced changes in public
sentiment toward the presdential candidates that

have already occurred,
there is no way of telling at
this point how firm the
public’s current preferences are," Field said.
He said the five minor
party candidates on the
ballot are named by a corn -

Martial law declared in Bangkok after riots
BANGKOK, Thailand
Thailand’s defense
(AP)
minister seized power yesterday after frenzied
fighting between leftists
and rightists over the return home of former
military dictator Thanom
Kittikachorn. Police said at

least 22 persons were
killed, most of them students, and about 180
wounded.
Rightists hanged two
students and mutilated
their bodies, witnesses
said, and other bodies were
set afire.

Radio Thailand said Defense Minister Sangad
Chalawyu had taken power
from Prime Minister Seni
Pramoj’s elected government and declared martial
law. Sangad, 60, was armed forces supreme cornmander until named to

Seni’s new cabinet six days
ago.
The city was calm as
night fell with no overt
opposition to the move.
Unconfirmed reports
put the death toll at 35 or
more in the riots at Thammasat University, with

Federal judge assumes position
eight long years after nomination
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Eight years after he was
first nominated for the
post, Cecil Poole has been
sworn in as a federal judge
of the Northern California
district.
Poole, 61, who was the
first black to hold the office of U.S. attorney,
emotionally thanked California’s two Democratic
U.S. senators for supporting him and President Ford
for nominating him.
Calling his new job one
of "responsibility and
trust," he joked at his
swearing in ceremony
Tuesday that he was sorry
it had taken so long.
Poole’s name was submitted to the Senate in
early 1968. but it never re-

Hearings on
power plant
site planned
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Public hearings will begin
within 60 days on site selection for a Pacific Gas and
Electric Co. "combined
cycle power plant," says
the State Energy Commission.

ceived a hearing, reportedly because George
Murphy, then a Republican
senator from California,

blocked the nomination.
The late President
Ly ndon Johnson resubmitted the name in

January 1969, but Richard
Nixon assumed the presidency three days later and
withdrew Poole’s name.

U.S. mobility unchanged
accordi? ng to socio logis ts
BERKELEY (AP)
The notion that America
has become a more mobile
society in recent years is a
myth, two University of
California sociologists say.
And the idea that
moving is psychologically
bad for individuals or society is also wrong. Claude
Fischer and Ann Stueve
say in the current issue of
"New Society" magazine.
The two sociologists
claim it is "an historical
myth" that past generations of Americans lived
most of their lives in a
single place.
About 40 to 60 per cent of
an average American
town’s population leave
every 10 years. But that
figure has stayed roughly
the same for over 150
years, they said.
"Previously, movers
were more likely to be
poorer people who were

Liability for drunks
not resolved by case
WASHINGTON (AP)
cycle
was hit by a car
A refusal by the Supreme driven by Fern Myers, who
Court to resolve a legal with her husband, Philip,
parting of the ways be- was returning to the
tween California and couple’s California home
Nevada could leave from Harrah’s.
Nevada’s gambling casinos
The accident occurred
liable for the excessive along Highway 4 near
drinking of their California Nevada City, Calif. and
patrons.
Bernhard charged that
The high court this week both Mrs. Myers and her
declined to hear an appeal husband were intoxicated
by Harrah’s Club of Reno, at the time.
Bernhard’s suit charged
Nev., in a case that began
with a 1971 automobile that Harrah’s, which advertises in California to
accident.
draw customers from that
Richard A. Bernhard state, was liable under
sued Harrah’s after suf- California laws for civil
fering injuries in an ac- crimes commited by
cident in which his motor - drunken patrons

pushed from their homes
by famine, failure, social
unrest and similar difficulties.
"Increasingly, they
have become wealthier
people who are pulled from
their homes by opportunities for economic advancement, better housing
and more pleasant surrotmdings," they wrote.

Fischer and Stueve also
said the idea that moving is
psychologically damaging
is also a myth,
"Most moves are unlikely, given cars and
phones, to disrupt social relations or upset sense of
place," they said, adding
that most moves today
represent a positive, freely
chosen change.

OWL hoots wisdom;
favors govt. lunacy
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP)
party, that
The OWL
is has taken flight as probably the most unlikely
slate of political candidates
in Washington state history.
OWL, a double acronym
for "Out With Logic, On
With Lunacy," got word
Tuesday that its candidates
for statewide offices from
governor to land commissioner had been validated for the November
general election ballot.
"Well, we did it and now
we can really go out and espouse our program," said
Red Kelly, an Olympia bar
owner who is the party’s
founder and candidate for
governor.
The platform?
"We’re for everything
and against everything

else," said Kelly, who
played bass guitar with the
Harry James band for 20
years.
"I’m going to put some
real zip into this campaign
that up to now has featured
a man with all the zing of a
mashed potato sandwich
and Bionic Woman’s aunt,
Atomic Woman."
He was referring to his
gubernatorial opponents,
Republican John Spellman
and Democratic Dixy Lee
Ray, former chairman of
the Atomic Energy Commission.
Kelly said he formed the
OWL party because "we’re
just common folk who sincerely believe that by
virtue of our incompetence
we are eminently qualified
to serve in the public trust
and throw the rascals out."

some bodies mutilated or
burned. Fighting first
erupted between rightwing and left-wing students, then waves of police
firing machine guns
stormed the leftists. Rightwing groups moved in
again behind the police.
Then a right-wing mob
of about 10,000 broke
through the gates of Thailand’s government house
but did not enter the building itself, which was surrounded by 1,500 police.

Public fear
cited for halt
in PCB use
ST. LOUIS (AP) Monsanto Industrial Chemicals
Co. will halt production of
PCB insulating fluids next
year because of the
public’s fear of adverse
effects from the chemical.
Monsanto will withdraw
completely from the
market no later than Oct.
31, 1977, said Earle H.
Harbison Jr., general
manager of the firm’s
specialty chemicals
division.
Harbison said Tuesday
the target date would have
been sooner, but electrical
transformer and capacitor
manufacturers have said
they would be unable to
convert to other materials
any earlier.
Monsanto is the only
manufacturer of PCB,
polychlorinated iphenyl, a
stable, fire-resistant
chemical.
The Environmental
Protection Agency has
found that PCBs build up in
the environment and are
thought to cause reproductive failures, gastric
disorders and skin lesions
in mammals.
About 300 million
pounds of the virtually
indestructible chemical
have been dumped into
landfills, leaked into water
supplies and allowed to sift
into production sites, the
EPA contends.

CHARTERS
ALL-WAYS TRAVEL
374-3668

bined total of only 3 per
cent of the 1,044 persons
surveyed, and that 21 per
cent said they were undecided.
Among the "likely
voters" category, minor
party candidates drew 4
per cent, and undecideds
dropped to 12 per cent,
Field said.

No survivors
in Carribean
plane crash
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (AP) A Cuban passenger jet plunged into the
sea near this Carribean
holiday island yesterday
while trying to return to
Barbados after an explosion on board. Rescue
officials said none of the 73
persons aboard survived.
Barbados Coast Guard
launches and Bridgetown
port tugs that sped to the
crash site 11 miles offshore, along with an armada of volunteer pleasure
boats, found only wreckage
and bodies.
"There were badly
mangled bodies bobbing in
the water," and pieces of
the smashed aircraft, one
witness said.
The crash occurred
shortly after the four-jet
DC8 of Cubana, the Cuban
national airline, took off on
a flight to Jamaica and
Cuba. The flight originated
at Georgetown, Guyana,
with a stop at Port-ofSpain, Trinidad.
"It (the plane) was 30
miles out of Barbados,
about 1,400 miles southeast
of Miami, when the pilot reported an explosion in
flight," said Carol Lencki,
a spokeswoman for the
Federal Aviation Administration in Atlanta, Ga.
"He attempted to return to
Barbados and ditched in
water 11 miles southwest of
Barbados about 2:30 p.m.
EDT."
Officials at Seawell International Airport said the
aircraft had developed engine trouble.

SJSU President John
Bunzel will give a free lecture dealing with the presidential candidates and
their campaigns Oct. 27 at
12:30 p.m. in the Music
Building Concert Hall.
The title of the lecture
will be "The 1976 Presidential Election: What of
it? An analysis of the campaigns and candidates by
SJSU President John H.
Bunzel."
A.S. President James
Ferguson invited Bunzel to
give the lecture, which will

be followed by a question
and answer session dealing
with the address.
Bunzel has a Ph.D. in
political science and served as chairman of the
Political Science Department at San Francisco
State University under S.I.
Hayakawa. He authored
several books and has published numerous articles in
professional journals.
In 1972 he gave a similar
lecture dealing with the
Nixon-McGovern race.

Board reviews
summer projects
Campus projects that
began during the summer
were discussed at the S.U.
Board of Governors
meeting Tuesday.
Ron Barrett, temporary
chairman of the board, said
that during the summer an
agreement was written
between Spartan Shops and
the Student Union enabling
the Student Union to receive 75 per cent of the food
service profits. Spartan
Shops would receive 25 per
cent of the profits.
Previously, there had
been no written agreement
between the Student Union
and the Spartan Shops.
Regarding the construction of the amphitheater, Barret said
that weather permitting, it
should be completed in two
weeks.
The amphitheater,
which began construction
during the first week of
August, was planned to
open during the first week
that fall classes began.

Bill Schooler, board
member, said the construction of the amphitheater
was delayed because the
Ford Construction Company was having difficulty
in obtaining clear cedar
wood for the seats.
Barret said building the
seats and the stage are the
major things still to be
completed.
The chairman announced to the board members that the remodeling of
the snack bar in the
Student Union cost $60,000.
"The $60,000 Caine out of
the Spartan Shops reserves, not out of student
monies," said Barret.
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Recycle Books
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286-6275

Budweiser. presents "Beer Talk"

How much foam
on a glass of beer?

Congratulations,
you’re in medical school.

GRAND OPENING
SALE

Maybe you like your beer without a
lot of foam

So you pour it gently down the side
of the glass

that’ll do it But
Well. that’s fine
here’s something to think about

You lust might be surprised at how
much mellower and smoother the
flavor becomes when you pour any
beer smack down the middle

October lst-31st at
w FURNITURE
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Box spring and mattress
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Table lamps or swag lamps
Divan ft Chair
Studio couch
Three-room group
All -wood patio furniture
9 piece corner group

159.95
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69.95
12.95
139.95
89.95
399.00
29 95 up
169 95

Many More Specials!
Free gift with any purchase
Free Delivery
Easy Credit

161 So. Second St.
Open: M -F 9-9; Sat. 9-6; Sun. 12-5

Now, you have to
pay for it.
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And when it’s Budweiser
well,
pouring

youre

If you think this looks good
wait till you taste it.
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